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Abstract

Transfer learning is called for when the training and test data do not share the same input distributions (PS
X
, PT

X
)

or/and not the same conditional ones (PS
Y|X
, PT

Y|X
). In the most general case, the input spaces and/or output spaces

can be different: XS , XT and/or YS , YT . However, most work assume that XS = XT . Furthermore, a common
held assumption is that it is necessary that the source hypothesis be good on the source training data and that the
“distance” between the source and the target domains be as small as possible in order to get a good (transferred) target
hypothesis.

This paper revisits the reasons for these beliefs and discusses the relevance of these conditions. An algorithm
is presented which can deal with transfer learning problems where XS , XT , and that furthermore brings a fresh
perspective on the role of the source hypothesis (it does not have to be good) and on what is important in the distance
between the source and the target domains (translations between them should belong to a limited set). Experiments
illustrate the properties of the method and confirm the theoretical analysis.

Determining beforehand a relevant source hypothesis remains an open problem, but the vista provided here helps
understanding its role.

Keywords: Transfer learning, Domain Adaptation, Out of Distribution Learning

1. Introduction

Inference goes beyond querying a database to answer a question that is not explicitly answered there. It uses formal
rules to derive conclusions, possibly unknown before the query, from premises. In this way, inference ”completes”
existing knowledge by creating new facts or beliefs. This is a multi-step process, using formal derivations composed
of elementary inference steps, such as modus ponens or ET-elimination. Deduction is a logically correct inference.
From true premises, it is guaranteed to lead to true conclusions. If we know that John is either at home or at work, and
the premises indicate that John is not at home, we can conclude that he must be at work. A second type of inference is
abduction. It is at the heart of the generation of explanations. To a first approximation, its scheme is as follows: from
the knowledge that b and if a then b, abduction infers that a. In both cases, deduction and abduction, a derivation is a
sequence of mechanical applications of elementary rules of inference. But as mechanical as it is, producing a unique
derivation usually requires the rejection of a large number of alternative deductions, and making the right choices is
one of the key problems in automating the inference process. While, in principle, only the computational complexity
of the inference is affected by the exploration strategy, and not its results, this is not the case for abduction where
different strategies can lead to different results.

In the induction framework, we seek to answer questions using a different form of knowledge and other types of
inference mechanisms. If we focus on supervised induction, we are given a learning set {(xi, yi)}1≤i≤m of pairs where
the xi belong to an input space X and the associated yi belong to an output space Y. The question is now: how should
we use this learning set to answer possible queries of the form “x ∈ X → ?” where x , xi,∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}?

In order to get a feeling for the problem, it may be useful to consider a simple situation. Suppose that the input
space X is described using three binary descriptors: a1, a2 and a3 and that the output space is itself binary Y = {0, 1}.
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There are thus 23 = 8 possible examples, and 28 = 256 different ways of labelling these 8 examples, which means that
there are 256 possible binary functions f over these examples, where y = f (x) for a given example x. Now suppose
that 5 out of the 8 possible examples are provided with their associated output values in the training set (see Figure 1).

a1 a2 a3 f (x)
0 0 0 +

0 0 1 −

0 1 0 +

0 1 1 ?
1 0 0 +

1 0 1 ?
1 1 0 ?
1 1 1 −

Figure 1: Suppose that an oracle has chosen the function f in order to label the examples, and that 5 examples with their associated labels have
been provided in the training set.

How should we answer the query for one unseen example, like (0, 1, 1)? The classical approach is to suppose that
the same function that gives the labels of the known examples is used for the unseen ones. However, since there are 3
examples for which we do not know the answer, there remains 23 = 8 possible functions, each one making no errors
on the 5 known examples. And, of these 8 functions, 4 predict the answer ‘+’ for the query (0, 1, 1), and 4 predict
‘−’. Without additional knowledge, even in this simpliest of problems, we can not decide. Even worse, there exists
a function among the remaining candidates that perfectly predicts the training examples and would be wrong on all
unseen examples! So that the performance on the training data says nothing about the performance to be expected on
the unseen examples.

If, however, an “expert” tells us that only descriptors a1 and a3 are relevant, then there are only 24 possible
functions, and from the training examples, we get the following table where f is the only function defined over a1 and
a3 satisfying the training examples:

a1 a3 f (x)
0 0 +

0 1 −

1 0 +

1 1 −

Following this, the only answer for (0, 1, 1) then is ‘−’. Induction has been made possible because of the limitation
on the hypothesis space that the learner must explore.

In the vocabulary of machine learning, such a limitation on the space of candidate hypotheses is called a bias. A
distinction is made between “representation bias” where the space H is limited a priori, and “search bias” where it
is the way the space of hypotheses is explored which induces a preference between candidate hypotheses. Of course,
these two biases can be combined (see Figure 2). While the representation bias is well explored in the statistical
learning theory1, this is not the case for the search bias.

Classical induction is thus a machine that takes as input a set S = {(xi, yi)}1≤i≤m of training examples and some
prior knowledge under the form of biases limiting the space of hypotheses and that outputs an hypothesis h : X → Y
that allows one to get an answer y ∈ Y for any query x ∈ X.

Note that there exists also transduction which is a machine that takes as input a set S = {(xi, yi)}1≤i≤m of training
examples, some prior knowledge in the form of biases and a query x and that produces an answer y ∈ Y for that
specific query. As described by Vapnik [1], transductive inference is “moving from particular to particular”. It can

1And under the strong assumption that both the training examples and the test examples are drawn randomly from the same distribution, aka
the i.i.d. (identically and independently distributed) assumption.
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Figure 2: (a) The representation bias limits the space of candidate functionsH to a subset of F , the space of all functions from the input space X
to the output space Y. (b) The search bias induces an order on the candidate hypotheses that are considered by the learner.

thus be seen as a case of transfer learning, from some training examples to specific queries. What is interesting is that
in this case, as strongly underlined by Vapnik, there is no need to search for an hypothesis, a function h : X → Y able
to answer any question in the input space X. Less information is thus necessary to answer specific queries (see also
the chapter 24 from Vapnik in [2] for a more thorough discussion). This is in line with remarks from Sutton et al. [3]
(see Section 2 below).

In transfer learning, the function f (or conditional dependence pY |X if we adopt the perspective of statistics) that
associates outputs yi with inputs xi in the training set is no longer expected to be the correct one to produce answers
to future queries. Since the distribution pXY can be decomposed as pY |X pX , the reasons for this situation are usually
distinguished as follows:

1. A change in the distribution of data pX . For instance, disease properties and symptoms are the same in winter
and summer, but the distribution of pathologies differs. Or there might be a change in the lighting or in vision
applications. This is variously called covariate shift, data drift, dataset shift or domain adaptation

2. A change is the labelling function or the conditional distribution pY |X . For instance, the definition of ‘fraudulent’
may change over time. According to different authors and/or times, this has been called concept shift or concept
drift. However, the latter is sometimes associated with a change in pXY .

3. A change in pXY , the most general case where the distribution of the examples can change, as well as the
labelling function. In some scenarios, the input space and/or the output space differ(s) between the “source”
domain and the “target” one. In this paper, we refer to this general situation as transfer learning.

One further distinction is between the scenario where the training source data S S = {(xi
S
, yi
S

)}1≤i≤m is available and
one where only the source hypothesis hS is known. The latter case is called Hypothesis Transfer Learning.

Supervised Transfer learning is thus a machine that takes as input some source information, under the form of
source data and/or a source hypothesis, a target domain XT × YT and some target data, unsupervised or supervised,
and that outputs an hypothesis hT : XT → YT that allows one to get an answer yT ∈ YT for any query xT ∈ XT .

Transfer learning is used when the target training data is not sufficient to select a target hypothesis hT with enough
confidence in its performance.

In the case of classical induction, where the environment is stationary, it seemed legitimate to assume that the
same function that “explains” the training data is also the function that correctly predicts the results for the unseen
examples. The statistical theory of supervised induction showed that this assumption is indeed reasonable as far as
there are constraints on the set of hypotheses that the learner can consider, the biases mentioned above. Then, the
performance of a hypothesis measured on the training data can be expected to be representative of its performance on
the unseen examples.

But what should be assumed in the case of transfer learning? How can the source information help focus the
search for a target hypothesis?

It is generally expected that the following ingredients play a role in the success or not of transfer learning:

1. The performance of the source hypothesis on the source domain.
2. The “distance” between the source and target domains.
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3. The amount of training data in the target domain. The larger this quantity, the less interesting it is to use transfer
learning.

This paper explores the role of the first two ingredients.
Specifically, (1) why should we expect that it is necessary for the source hypothesis to predict the source data well

in order to help find a good hypothesis in the target domain? And (2) what should be the relationship between the
source hypothesis and the function supposed to be at play in the target domain?

This paper is organized along some key ideas that have structured theories and the search for algorithmic ap-
proaches to transfer learning. In Section 2, we describe how the idea of minimal adaptation came about. Related to
this idea, but still distinct, is the perspective, described in Section 3, that a common representation space should be
sought between the source and target domains in order to achieve good transfer learning. At the same time, another
principle, described in Section 4 looks at transfer learning in the light of statistical learning and looks for biases that
might contribute to limiting the space of hypotheses to consider. Section 5 then presents an algorithm, original in its
design, which sheds new light on the conditions for transfer learning, and specially on the role of the source hypoth-
esis. It also proposes a new way to relate the source and target domain. The conclusion, in Section 6, underlines the
lessons that can be drawn from this survey.

2. Transfer and the idea of minimal adaptation

... or why is it that a small “distance” between the source and the target is deemed to be a key factor for a
successful transfer?

There is a common idea that when trying to solve a problem in a target domain using transfer learning, first of all
it is important that the source domain be related to the target one, meaning not be too different or too distant from the
target one and, second, that minimally adapting the solution (e.g. a hypothesis with low error rate) from the source
domain is the way to go. It is then believed that doing so provides guarantees about the performance of the transferred
solution (e.g. hypothesis). For instance, this view is quite prominent in the recent works that rely on the concept of
“minimal transport” in order to both measure the distance between the source and target domains and to allow for the
transport from the source solution to a target one.

During the pioneering days of inductive learning, the days of the perceptrons in the sixties, or later, in the seventies,
of the version space and the candidate elimination algorithm, the unquestioned belief was that the hypothesis that had
the best performance on the training set was to be also the best one for future data. Then came Vapnik and Valiant
who showed independently [4, 1] that this needs to be qualified and that the criterion to be optimized must incorporate
other factors than the empirical risk in order to have guarantees on the performance on unseen examples, aka the real
risk.

Should we question in the same spirit the current common wisdom about transfer learning? More specifically,
why are we more confident about the performance on the transferred solution if the source and target domains are
“closed” to each other? Which begs the question: how to measure this distance? Why is it that we usually measure it
using statistical tools? Finally, what is the nature of the theoretical guarantees we get using these tools?

It is always interesting to look at the limit cases when studying a phenomenon. One limit case in transfer learning
is when the source and target domains are the same. The input spaces and the output spaces are the same and the
underlying distributions of the examples also. Then what the theory tells about the performance to be expected?

We consider here the simplest case because it provides the gist of the message, which is the same in the more
general one, but at the risk of being obscured by many technical terms.

Let us consider a hypothesis space H that is a enumerable set with cardinal |H| and m identically and indepen-
dently distributed labelled examples used as a training set. Then the expected error rate of an hypothesis h, err(h), can
be bounded by its error rate on the training set, êrr(h), as follows:

∀h ∈ H ,∀δ ≤ 1 : Pm
[
err(h) ≤ êrr(h) +

log |H| + log 1
δ

m

]
> 1 − δ (1)

This means that the true error rate of h is bounded in probability by its empirical error rate on the training set plus a
term that depends on the richness of H , here measured by its cardinal, the number of training examples (the larger,
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the tighter the bound) and a δ term that appears also in the overall probability. Indeed, the bound, hence the guarantee
on the performance to be expected, can only be in probability, controlled by the δ factor. This comes from the fact that
one cannot guarantee that the training set be “representative” of the underlying distribution of the examples. Even if
this is unlikely, it could for instance happen that all the training examples had the same label. Then, one cannot ask
the learner to provide an hypothesis with guaranteed performance. Thus, the δ parameter expresses that we want the
guarantee to hold for more than 1 − δ times all training samples that are drawn identically and independently from
the underlying distribution. The smaller δ, the more demanding we are regarding the trueness of the bound. Thus, the
lower is δ, the more we are willing to accept training distributions that differ from the testing distribution at the cost
of being less certain about the bound.

Let us now try to interpret this in the light of transfer learning. In a way, δ encodes the distance between the
distribution encountered during training and the true distribution, the one that will be encountered during testing. If,
for some reasons, the training domain (i.e. source) differs from the testing one (i.e. target), then we end up with weak
guarantees. And, conversely, it seems that in order to have strong guarantees, we need to have the training distribution
as close as possible to the testing one.

In the line of this PAC (Probably Approximately Correct) learning framework, one paper [5] and variants of it have
been very influential. It starts with a paragraph that states “(...), we expect the task performance in the target domain
to depend on both the performance in the source domain and the similarity between the two domains” (italics mine).
And then, it goes on with a derivation of a bound on the expected error on the target domain for any hypothesis given
the expected error on the source domain, a term that measures a divergence between the source input distribution pS

XY

and the target input distribution pT
XY

, a term similar to the one encountered in Equation (1) and a term λ which is the
minimal combined error on the source and target domains for any hypothesis: let h? = ArgMinh∈H

(
εT (h) + εS (h)

)
,

then λ = εS (h?) + εT (h?).
Formally, the theorem, in [5], states precisely that:

LetH be a hypothesis space of VC-dimension d [1] andUS ,UT be unlabeled samples of size m′ each, drawn
from PS

X
and PT

X
, respectively. Let d̂H∆H be the empirical distance onUS ,UT , induced by the symmetric difference

hypothesis space. With probability at least 1 − δ (over the choice of the samples), for every h ∈ H ,

εT (h) ≤ εS (h) + 4

√
2d log(2m′) + log( 4

δ
)

m′
+

1
2

d̂H∆H (US ,UT ) + λ

where e is the base of the natural logarithm.
Several remarks are worth mentioning here:

• The theorem is valid for sources and targets that share the same input space X.

• It is limited to binary classification tasks (e.g. Y = {0, 1}).

• It provides guarantees for the case where the same hypothesis h is used both in the source and in the target
domains, which corresponds to a very crude transfer.

• The divergence term supposes that there are enough unlabeled data points in the source and target domains to
be evaluated with the required accuracy. Analogy making, which can be considered as a limit case of transfer
learning, is thus an instance where the theorem is inoperative.

• Finally, the theorem provides a sufficient condition, not a necessary one.

Even though there are limits to the analysis reported in [5] and in subsequent papers (see for instance [6]), and that
the authors of the two papers make clear that their works deal only with domain adaptation where the distributions
PS
X

and PT
X

may differ but are defined over the same input space X and where the labelling function is the same, the
impression was that, in general for having a low error on the target domain, it was necessary (i) to have a hypothesis
with low error on the source domain, and (ii) a small distance (or divergence) between the source and target domains.
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The same types of bounds, but using optimal transport between distributions instead of the divergence of previous
work2, similarly relate the error of a hypothesis h on the target domain and the error of h on the source domain plus a
term that evaluates the distance between the two domains. (See for instance [7]).

In summary, the theoretical analyses of transfer learning underlie the role of the distance between the source and
the target domains in the performance of the transferred hypothesis. Its statistical nature leads also to expressing a
supervised learning task as a probability distribution PXY. It then becomes natural to look for tools that allow to
compare probability distributions in order to evaluate the distance between domains.

Aside from these formal approaches of transfer learning, there are also heuristic reasons that tend to support
enhancing the importance of a small distance between source and target.

One source might stem from the continuity of our experience in the world, what is defined as “temporal consis-
tency” in [3]: “The right answers in nearby times may tend to be similar: in other words, the world maybe temporally
coherent”. Changes in the world from one moment to the next are usually very small, so that we only need to modify
minimally our expectations and our decisions rules. In the more formal setting of online learning, the same assumption
is applied.

In the online learning scenario, the learner is supposed to observe a succession of inputs xt, for each of which it
must produce an output ŷt, usually using a current hypothesis ht (ŷt = ht(xt)) before receiving the true output yt. In
the case where the prediction at time t is incorrect: ŷt , yt, the learner may chose to adapt its current hypothesis ht.
But except in the case of adversarial online learning, studied in for instance [8], the assumption is that the change of
environment is limited from one moment to the next, as in the case of forecasting tomorrow’s temperature. Therefore,
the modifications envisioned for the current hypothesis are accordingly minimal, as for instance for the perceptron
algorithm and more generally for most of the heuristically oriented online learning algorithms.

To sum up, both the formal analyses of transfer learning up to date and heuristic reasons point to the importance
of having a small distance between the source and target in order to succeed. However, the stance on probability
distributions and the associated divergence like measures of distance, may mislead us and blind us to other means of
measuring what counts in transferring useful information from one domain or task to another one.

3. Transfer and the idea of indistinguishability

... or why is it that finding an intermediate representation space that renders the source and target data indistin-
guishable is so attractive for transfer learning?

The analysis sketched above serves as a justification for a significant amount of work of a heuristic nature. Indeed,
if performance in the target task depends in part on the distance between the representation space of the source task
and the representation space of the target task, then one should try to reduce it as much as possible, or even bring it to
zero.

Reinforcing this conviction, a lot of recent work with neural networks, in computer vision noticeably, shows that
the features learned for one task, say recognizing animals in the wild, remain useful for another recognition task, say
detecting pedestrians in streets, and that this is therefore what should be transferred.

And even though some authors [9] warn that finding an invariant representation and getting a small error at the
source is not enough to guarantee a small error at the target, the conventional wisdom remains intact.

In this perspective, researchers have proposed to jointly learn to reduce the gap between the representations of the
source and target data (using a GAN approach for example) while still maximizing the classification performance (see
the pioneering work [10]).

3.1. A general representation space?

At the same time that transfer learning was predominant in the field of computer vision, with methods trying to
reuse as much as possible the features or parameters learned in a source task in order to solve a new task, with some
additional fine tuning using target data, new developments in Natural Language Processing (NLP) were changing the

2 The novelty is essentially that the geometry of the distributions is taken into account in optimal transport by means of an associated cost
function which is based on the Euclidean distance between examples.
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game. Prior to the advent of language models and generative methods, tasks such as question answering, sentiment
analysis, machine translation, reading comprehension, and summarization were typically approached using specific
algorithms trained on specific data sets. When trying to solve several tasks, the idea, as emphasized above, was to
reuse a system pretrained on a given task and perform supervised fine-tuning to solve the new task.

However, in the text domain particularly and then in others as well, it has been recognized that context could be
used as a source of supervisory signal, thus removing the need for large annotated data sets. Given a large text corpus,
the principle is to learn a feature space, aka embedding, such that by using it, it becomes easy to predict the words in
the context, e.g. the next word or a missing word. This intermediate representation has been shown to be useful in a
number of different tasks without the need to adapt it to each one of them. This is one major realization, not foreseen
initially but with consequences that are still being explored.

The evolution of ideas within this line of work has included self-taught learning in vision, Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs), Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) and diffusion generative models. Language models such as
BERT and GPT are eminent examples of recent achievements in this path. And this has proven to be key for improving
the performance in a wide variety of NLP tasks.

In this series of works, the key idea is that intermediate representations which capture parts of the structure of the
examples, are important for succeeding at many targeted tasks in a zero-shot setting, that is without any subsequent
training in these tasks. This is why this approach is now generalized to many domains, like Computer Vision, Graph
Learning, Speech understanding, Video analysis, code generation, etc.

One lesson to be learned here is that what is deemed important for the successful transfer of knowledge from the
domain where the representation was learned to a new domain, is that the relationships captured about the “objects”
in the original domain are relevant to the target one. This certainly encompasses many transfer learning tasks, such as
the famous analogy between the solar system and the atomic model. If it doesn’t exhaust the range of transfer learning
tasks where domains concern different “objects”, the idea of a general representation space broadens the way we can
think about the notion of distance between domains.

Another line of research points to the importance of learning a representation space based on what is relevant for
performing learning tasks in different contexts.

3.2. Invariant Risk Minimization: searching for invariant causal relationships

Under the covariate shift assumption, the marginal distribution PX may change from the training environment to
the test one, while the same conditional distribution PY|X is shared. Many techniques have been devised in order to
tackle this problem. One common approach consists in “importance reweighting” which consists in increasing the
weights of the training examples that are similar to the known test instances. Basically, each of the training example
is reweighed by the relative probability of the training and test set before using importance-weighted empirical risk
minimization. The latter can be estimated by density estimation, through kernel methods such as kernel mean match-
ing, or through discriminative reweighing. One drawback is that density estimation must rely on making assumptions
about the distributions.

Another approach, motivated by the absence of a prior assumption about the distribution, is to search a common
representation space via techniques such as adversarial domain adaptation.

A more theory grounded approach underlines the difference between the causal factors or properties that “explain”
the membership of an example to a category and other environmental features that are accidental to a specific environ-
ment. An archetypical example is the problem of classifying cows and camels. The former tend to be photographed
in green pastures, while most pictures of camels happen to be in deserts. One consequence of such biased data sets
is that one can get an apparently good predictive model which classifies green landscapes as cows and beige ones
as camels. If only the causal properties of the categories could be identified, a classifier relying on these would not
only be a good classifier, but it would also be ready to identify the membership of test examples in any environment,
even ones that have never been encountered before, in contrast to the heuristically methods developed for covariate
shift. This is what the Invariant Risk Minimization principle aims at achieving [11]. Without entering the details,
the principle translates into an optimization criterion that tends to isolate the causal predictors from multiple training
environments. It aims at finding a representation of the features, such that the predictor is simultaneously optimal in
all environments when using this representation.
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Although it has been remarked [12] that the optimization problem is highly non convex in a space of unknown
latent variables and thus difficult to solve and furthermore that there are simple conditions under which the method
fails to recover the optimal invariant predictor, the idea is still very appealing and attracts a lot of follow-up work [13].

On the one hand, the perspective here resembles that of the search for a generic representation useful for many
different tasks. On the other hand, it distinguishes itself by the search for a representation that is just good enough to
enable good performance in all the possible environments.

4. Transfer and the idea of maximal bias

... or how we come back to the statistical theory of learning, this time enhancing the role of the inductive bias

Transfer learning is needed when the target training data is too scarce to enable reliable learning. Under this
condition, the risk is high to obtain a solution, a classifier, which overfits the training data and has a poor generalization
performance. Following the recipe from the statistical analysis of supervised induction, one approach to this problem
is to limit as much as possible the capacity of the hypothesis space in the target domain (see Section 2).

A special kind of transfer learning illustrates this. It is called Learning Using Privileged Information (LUPI) and
was introduced by V. Vapnik and A. Vashitst in 2009 [14]. The idea is inspired by learning in a teacher-student setting.
In this scenario, it is often the case that, at training time, the teacher provides each example xi from a description space
X together with some supplementary (or privileged) information x?i from a spaceX? in addition to the associated label
yi ∈ Y yieding triplets (xi, x?i , yi). The catch is that, at test time, the student will have to make predictions using only
the description x ∈ X without having access to the privileged information anymore.

Such a scenario could occur when a student in medicine is learning to interpret tomographies and a teacher pro-
vides comments on the images under inspections, while at testing time, the future physician will only have access to
the images to make a prognostic.

The question is then: is it possible, and how, to use the privileged information available at training time in order
to build a better predictor h : X → Y?

In [15], V. Vapnik and R. Izmailov propose two answers, both of them based on the statistical analysis of learning.
We focus here on the second one, the more closely related to transfer learning.

In this solution, it is supposed that the teacher knows a simple decision rule in the privileged (i.e. source) space
X?. The VC dimension of the hypothesis space in X? can then be much smaller than the one in the input (i.e. target)
space X. The problem is consequently to be able to translate this rule which applies in X? into a rule usable in X.
The authors describe a convoluted way of doing so that does not concern us here. But there is an important message
here. The LUPI scenario can be seen as a kind of transfer learning where the source task, training with privileged
information, hence in a different input space to that of the target task, is used to find a bias that reduces the capacity
of the hypothesis space for the target task.

The fundamental problem of transfer learning can be thus seen as the search for an appropriate bias in oder to
learn using the (very) limited target training data.

5. The TransBoost algorithm and its implications

In the works cited previously, transfer learning methods suppose that the input space is the same for the source
domain and the target one, the LUPI scenario being an exception. This allows the estimation of a distance or similarity
between the empirical source and target distributions using classical tools from statistics (e.g. the Kullback-Leibler
divergence). Furthermore, looking for a common representation space where the source and target descriptions of the
examples can no longer be distinguished is more amenable.

If the source and target input spaces are distinct: XS , XT , what kind of distance could be used which would
tell something about the difficulty of the transfer and in which way it could enter theoretical guarantees about the
performance in the target domain?

In what follows, we present an algorithm for transfer learning, first presented in [16], that (i) allows transfer
between domains that do not share the same input space (but assumes that YS = YT )3, (ii) provides a way to

3Actually, the requirement is not thatYS is exactly equal toYT , but that they have the same number of labels. For instance, that both the source
and target tasks are binary classification.
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obtain formal guarantees on the performance in the target domain, while showing (iii), perhaps surprisingly, that the
performance of the source hypothesis need not be good on the source domain to obtain high performance on the target
domain, thus offering a fresh perspective for the design of new transfer learning algorithms.

5.1. A new perspective on transfer learning
Let X, Y andZ be the input, output and feature spaces respectively. Let F be a class of representation functions,

where f ∈ F: X → Z. Let G be a class of decision functions that use descriptions of the examples in the feature
space: g ∈ G : Z → Y.

Then, in the classical context of deep neural networks, the hypothesis class for the source domain is HS := {hS :
∃ f ∈ F, g ∈ G st. hS = g ◦ f }. Retaining the idea of keeping the same representation in the source domain and
the target one (see Section 3), f would be kept (at least approximately) during transfer, and only g would have to be
learned to solve the target problem, yielding HT := {hT : g′ ∈ G st. hT = g′ ◦ f } where g′ is adapted to fit the target
training data.

But we could as well adopt a dual perspective where the decision function g is kept fixed (g ∈ G : Z → Y.) and
it is the representation function f which is transformed between the source and the target ( fS ∈ FS: XS → Z and
fT ∈ FT : XT → Z).

Then we would have as before: HS := {hS : ∃ fS ∈ FS, g ∈ G st. hS = g ◦ fS} and HT := {hT : fT ∈ FT st.
hT = g ◦ fT }, where now, the problem is to translate fS into fT , or rather the inverse: fT into fS in order to be able to
use g. Intuitively this would correspond to a good decision maker (here the function g) that would remain good in a
new domain provided that the representation of the examples in the new domain are amenable to its decision process.

In the TransBoost approach, the adaptation goes one step further. The source hypothesis hS where hS = g ◦ fS
is used as such in the target domain, given that a right translation function from the target input space to the source
input space, π : XT → XS has been learned. Therefore, in this perspective, the target hypothesis space becomes
HT := {hT : ∃π ∈ Π, st. hT = hS ◦ π} (see Figure 3).

Remark: one could note that hT = g ◦ fS ◦ f −1
S
◦ fT = hS ◦ f −1

S
◦ fT . But we find it more easy to learn directly

projections π : XT → XS, thus considering hT = hS ◦ π, since we do not have fT .
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Figure 3: How to use the source hypothesis hS in order to compute the target hypothesis hT from XT to Y: hT = hS ◦ π.

Intuitively again, suppose that we have a system that is able to recognize poppy fields in satellite images. We
might imagine that knowing how to translate a PET scan image into a satellite image, we could use the recognition
function defined on satellite image to decide if there are cancerous cells in the biopsy (see Figure 4).

Given a target query of the form: “what is the label of xT ∈ XT ?”, thanks to the translation π learned, we
would translate it into a source query “what is the label of π(xT ) ∈ XS?”, and the source hypothesis hS applied to
π(xT ) ∈ XS, would then provide the answer.

The goal of transfer learning would then be to learn a good translation π : XT → XS.
However, defining a proper space of candidate projections Π might be problematic, not to mention the risk of

overfitting if the space of functions hS ◦Π has too high a capacity. It might be more easy and manageable to discover
“weak projections” from XT to XS using a boosting learning scheme (Fig. 5).

Definition 5.1. A weak projection w.r.t. source decision function hS is a function π : XT → XS such that the
decision function hS

(
π(xT )

)
has better than random classification performance on the target training set S T .
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Translating “poppy field” into “tumor”
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Figure 4: In order to classify a PET scan image (target task), a classifier for satellite images (source task) can be used if one knows how to translate
appropriately PET scan images to satellite images.
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Figure 5: The principle of prediction using TransBoost. A given target example xTi is projected in the source domain using a set of identified

weak projections π j and the prediction for xTi is computed as: HT (xTi ) = sign

{∑N
j=1 α jhS

(
π j(xTi )

)}
.

In this setting, the training set S T = {(xi
T
, yi
T

)}1≤i≤m is used to learn weak projections.
Once the concept of weak projection is assumed, it is natural to use a boosting algorithm in order to learn a set of

such weak projections and to combine them to get a final good classification on elements of T . This is what does the
TransBoost algorithm (see algorithm 1). It does rely on the property of the boosting algorithm to find and combine
weak rules to get a strong(er) rule.

Roughly, the idea is to use an iterative strategy where, at each step n:

1. the algorithm searches the space Π of weak projections until one (πn
T→S

, noted πn from now on) is found that
leads to better than random performance for the hypothesis hS ◦ πn on the target training sample ST ,

2. the algorithm modifies the weights of the training examples in T such that examples that were correctly labelled
by hS ◦ πn have their weight reduced, while the other ones have their weight increased

When the termination criterion is met, at step N, the algorithm returns the decision function defined on the target
domain of the form:

HT = sign

[ N∑
n=1

αn hS ◦ πn

]
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Algorithm 1: Transfer learning by boosting

Input: hS : XS → YS the source hypothesis
ST = {(xTi , y

T
i }1≤i≤m: the target training set

Initialization of the distribution on the training set: D1(i) = 1/m for i = 1, . . . ,m ;

for n = 1, . . . ,N do
Find a projection πi : XT → XS st. hS(πi(·)) performs better than random on Dn(ST ) ;
Let εn be the error rate of hS(πi(·)) on Dn(ST ) : εn

.
= Pi∼Dn [hS(πn(xi)) , yi] (with εn < 0.5) ;

Computes αi = 1
2 log2

( 1−εi
εi

)
;

Update, for i = 1 . . . ,m:

Dn+1(i) =
Dn(i)

Zn
×

e−αn if hS
(
πn(xi

T
)
)

= yi
T

eαn if hS
(
πn(xi

T
)
)
, yi

T

=
Dn(i) exp

(
−αn yi

T
hS(πn(xi

T
))
)

Zn

where Zn is a normalization factor chosen so that Dn+1 be a distribution on ST ;
end

Output: the final target hypothesis HT : XT → YT :

HT (xT ) = sign
{ N∑

n=1

αn hS
(
πn(xT )

)}
(2)

5.2. Theoretical analysis
Two questions arise about the method presented:

1. Can we get any guarantees about the performance of the learned decision function HT in the target space using
TransBoost?

2. What are the ingredients for a successful transfer learning? In other words, what properties, if any, should
satisfy the source domain (i.e. the source hypothesis) and the projections with respect to the target learning
problem?

I- Let us start with the first question. Inspired by the theoretical framework of boosting [17], we define the weak
transfer property.

Definition 5.2. A set Π of projection functions π : XT → XS fulfills the weak transfer property w.r.t. source
decision function hS for some transfer learning problem from a source domain DS to a target domain DT if: for any
marginal distribution pT

X
over XT , any concept c : XT → {−1,+1}, any γ > 0, any δ > 0, there exists a learning

algorithm that takes as input m(δ) examples {(x1
T
, c(x1

T
)), . . . , (xm

T
, c(xm

T
))
}

where the xi
T

are chosen independently
according to any distribution over XT and can pickup a projection π ∈ Π such that:

PT
X

[
err

(
hS(π(·))

)
>

1
2
− γ

]
≤ δ

The weak transfer property is modeled on the weak learnability definition, setting apart the projection π in the
composed hypothesis hS

(
π(·)

)
.

A weaker demand is that for any distribution PT
X

over the training set in the target domain, there exists a weak
projection π ∈ Π such that

êrrS T
[
hS

(
π(·)

)]
= Pri∼D

[
hS

(
π(xi

T
)
)
, yi

]
<

1
2
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where êrrS T is the empirical error on the training set in the target domain weighted by a probability distribution D.
This is called the empirical weak transfer assumption.

As soon as we have a weak projection π, wrt. hS and a distribution PT
X

over the training set S T , we have a weak
hypothesis hS

(
π(·)

)
over the target domain in the traditional sense of the boosting framework. And thus, we inherit

the properties of the AdaBoost algorithm: (i) bound on the training error that drops exponentially fast as a function
of the number of the weak projections used, and (ii) bounds on the generalization error. The latter can be obtained
through a VC-dimension analysis yielding for the hypothesis set:

HT =

{
sign

[ N∑
n=1

αn hS ◦ πn

]
|αn ∈ R, πn ∈ Π, n ∈ [1,N]

}
the VC-dimension: dVC(HT ) = dVC(hS ◦ Π) ≤ 2(d + 1)(N + 1) log2

(
(N + 1) e

)
with d the VC-dimension of the base

classifiers hS ◦ π and e the mathematical constant (≈ 2.718). See for instance [18], p.131.
So, as soon as the source hypothesis hS is given, the set Π of (weak) projections induces a set of (weak) classifiers

hT = hS ◦ π (with π ∈ Π) over the target domain. Thus the weak transfer property provides the same guarantees on
the learning performance of TransBoost as the ones of AdaBoost.

Indeed, controlling the versatility of the set Π of projections induces a control over the capacity of the set of target
hypotheses hS ◦ Π. And low capacity is more easy to obtain for weak projections.

II- Now, let us turn to the second question: what are the ingredients for a successful transfer?
Note that nowhere the performance of the source hypothesis hS enters the analysis. What ensures the performance

of the resulting target hypothesis hT is the weak transfer property and the low capacity of hT (or large margin property
induced by) the set Π of projections. So that transfer does not depend on having a good source hypothesis, but on
having a good, and limited, set of projections Π (e.g. as measured by the VC dimension of hS ◦ Π).

5.2.1. Experimental Setup
Two dimensions are expected to govern the efficiency of transfer learning:

1. The level of signal in the target data. This is controlled by the number mT of training data in the target domain.
The larger this number, the less useful is transfer learning. It is also a function of the information in each
example that can lead to a good prediction.

2. The relatedness between the source and the target domains. In the first experiments reported below, we control
relatedness through the information shared between source and target (i.e. the number of shared measurements).

In our study, we devised an experimental setup that would allow us to control the two dimensions above.
In the target domain, the learning task is to classify univariate time series of length tT into two classes, therefore

finding a classifier hT : RtT → {−1,+1}. By controlling the level of noise and the difference between the distributions
governing the two classes of time series: −1 and +1, we can control the signal level, that is the difficulty of extracting
information from the target training data. We also control the amount of information by varying the length tT (number
of measurements for each example: here between 20 and 100).

Likewise, the source input space is a space of univariate sequences of real measurements of length tS (here 200).
In this space also, there are two classes of time series. Therefore, we have hS : RtS → {−1,+1}.

In the first experiment, the source and target share the same classes of time series. Only, the source time series are
known up to tS measurements, while the target ones are known up to tT measurements with tT < tS (See Figure 6).

Varying |tS − tT | is a way of controlling the information potentially shared in the two domains. The smaller the
difference tS − tT , the larger the similarity. With tS = tT , the two input domains are the same.

Note that learning to classify times series is not a trivial task. Many applications involve to classify time series of
length different from the length for which exists a classifier. [19, 20].
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tT

Figure 6: The source domain is composed of time series of length tS for which the labels are known (here blue and red). The target domain is made
of time series of length tT with tT ≤ tS for which the label must be estimated.

5.2.2. Description of the Experiments
Time series were generated according to the following equation where the sign of the slope determines the class

of the series : ‘+’ if the sign is positive, ‘−’ otherwise:

xt = t × slope × class︸              ︷︷              ︸
information gain

+ xmax sin(ωt × t + ϕt)︸                     ︷︷                     ︸
sinusoid

+ η(t)︸︷︷︸
noise factor

(3)

In each class, the examples are drawn with varying values for the period ωt of the signal (a sinusoid) and its phase
ϕt, in addition to a noise factor, generated according to a Gaussian distribution. xmax weights the importance of the
sinusoid.

To sum up, the level of signal in the training data is governed by:

1. the slope factor: the higher the value of the slope factor, the easier the discrimination between the two classes
at each additional time measurements. In the experiments, the slope varied from almost non existent: 0.001 to
significant: 0.01.

2. the noise factor η(t). In our experiments, the noise factor is generated according to a Gaussian distribution of
mean = 0 and standard deviation in {0.001, 0.002, 0.02, 0.2, 1}

3. the length of the time series, that is the number of measurements
4. the size mT of the target training set

Figure 7 illustrates what can be obtained with 2 examples (with two sinusoids of different periods and phases) in
the +1 class (slope = +0.08) , and similarly 2 examples in the −1 class (slope = −0.08).

Figure 7: A synthetic data set S with 4 times series, two of the y = +1 with associated slope = +0.08, and two of the class y = −1, with associated
slope = −0.08. The noise level is Gaussian with (µ = 0, σ = 0.2).

In the experiments reported here, we kept the size of the source training set constant. In each experiment, 900
times series of length tS = 200 were generated according to the equation described above: 450 times series in each
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class −1 or +1. We varied the difficulty of learning by varying the slope from almost non existent: 0.001 to significant:
0.01. The source hypothesis, Gaussian SVM as implemented in Scikit Learn, was learned using these time series [21].

The target training data set was obtained using the same generation process as for the source data (using equation
3), but with the length tT varying in {20, 50, 70, 100}, thus providing increasing levels of signal since the target
examples shared more and more features (time measurements) with the source ones.

A target training data set of 300 time series was drawn equally balanced between the two classes (150 ‘+’, and
150 ‘−’). Note that this relatively small number corresponds to transfer learning scenarios where the training data is
limited in the target domain. A remaining 600 time series not used for learning were employed as a test set.

Projecting the target examples into the source input space
In these experiments, the set of projections Π was chosen as a set of “hinge functions”, defined by three parameters,

the slope of the first linear part, the time t where the hinge takes place, and the slope of the second linear part
(see Figure 8). The set is explored randomly by the algorithm and a projection is retained if its error rate on the
current weighted data is lower than 0.45. We explored other, richer, spaces of projections without gaining superior
performances. This simple set seems to be sufficient for this learning task.

xt
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⇡(xT )

Figure 8: Example of a projection π (a hinge function with three parameters: the first slope, the second one and the time of the hinge) that is
adjusted to the target exemple xT by least square. The resulting projection π(xT ) is the concatenation of xT and the remaining part of the adjusted
hinge function.

In order to assess the value of TransBoost, its performance was compared:

1. to a classifier (Gaussian SVM as implemented in Scikit Learn) acting directly on the target training data (column
‘SVM (test)’ in Table 1),

2. to a boosting algorithm operating in the target domain with base classifiers being Gaussian SVMs. In that way,
it was possible to check if this was the boosting algorithm that was responsible for the level of performance of
TransBoost, with no use for transfer learning, or not. (For the results, see the remark below).

3. to a baseline transfer learning method that consists in finding a regression from the target input space to the
source input space using a SVR regression. In this last method the regression acts as a translation from XT to
XS and the class of an example xT is given by hS

(
regression(xT )

)
(column ‘SVR+SVM (test)’ in Table 1).

The number of boosting steps for TransBoost was varied between 5, 10 and 20, with a slight increase of perfor-
mance when augmenting the number of steps. In the experiments reported, the number of steps is N = 20.

Table 1 provides representative examples of the results obtained. Each cell of the table shows the average per-
formance (and the standard deviations) computed from 100 experiments repeated under the same conditions. The
experimental conditions are organized according to the level of signal in the training data.

The first group corresponds to target time series of length tT = 20 which amounts to little signal. This is testimoned
by the fact that both classifiers learned directly on these times series (column SVM (test)) and classifiers learned over
time series completed by a SVR, reach levels of performance barely above random guessing, while TransBoost is
remarkably efficient (with error rates below 0.1), at least when the noise level is below 0.200.

This is almost the same configuration for the second group with target time series of length tT = 50. Again
TransBoost has very low testing error, while the two other approaches struggle. Of course, when the noise level is
high (= 0.200) with a small slope (= 0.001), there is no signal to build upon and TransBoost does not fare better
than other approaches.
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slope, noise, tT SVM (test) HT (train) HT (test) SVR+SVM (test)

0.001, 0.001, 20 0.50 ± 0.08 0.08 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.02 0.49 ± 0.01

0.005, 0.001, 20 0.49 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.01

0.005, 0.002, 20 0.49 ± 0.03 0.03 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.01

0.005, 0.020, 20 0.48 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 0.47 ± 0.01

0.001, 0.200, 20 0.50 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.02 0.49 ± 0.01

0.010, 0.200, 20 0.47 ± 0.03 0.34 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.01

0.001, 0.001, 50 0.50 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.02 0.41 ± 0.01

0.005, 0.001, 50 0.28 ± 0.09 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01

0.005, 0.002, 50 0.30 ± 0.08 0.02 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01

0.005, 0.020, 50 0.30 ± 0.08 0.04 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01

0.001, 0.200, 50 0.50 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.03 0.44 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.01

0.010, 0.200, 50 0.12 ± 0.04 0.10 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.02

0.001, 0.001, 100 0.47 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.02 0.23 ± 0.01

0.005, 0.001, 100 0.07 ± 0.03 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.02

0.005, 0.002, 100 0.10 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01

0.005, 0.020, 100 0.09 ± 0.03 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01

0.001, 0.200, 100 0.46 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.02 0.31 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01

0.010, 0.200, 100 0.05 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.01

Table 1: Comparison of the error rate (lower is better) between: learning directly in the target domain, here using a Gaussian
SVM (columns hT (test)), using TransBoost (columns HT (train) and HT (test)) and, finally, mapping the time series with a
SVR regression in order to project the target time series (of length tT ) into the source domain (length tT ) and using hS a Gaussian
SVM; called naı̈ve transfer (column SVR (test)). Test errors are highlighted in the orange columns. Bold numbers indicate where
TransBoost significantly dominates both learning without transfer and learning with naı̈ve transfer.

Finally, in the third group with time series of length tT = 100, the signal in the target times series is enough for all
approaches, but still with a significant advantage for TransBoost.

Inrerestingly, TransBoost does not exhibit overfitting as the columns ‘HT (train)’ and ‘HT (test)’ show.
Remark: We did not report here the results obtained with boosting directly in the target input space XT since the
learning performance was almost the same as the performance as the one of the SVM classifier. This shows that this
is not boosting in itself that brings a gain.

Several lessons can be drawn. First of all, in most situations, TransBoost brings very significant gains over
learning without transfer or using transfer learning with regression. Figures 9 and 10 that sum up a larger set of
experimental conditions make this even more striking. In both tables, the x-axis reports the error rate obtained using
TransBoost, while the y-axis reports the error rate of the competing algorithms: either the hypothesis hT learnt on
the target training data alone (Figure 9), or the hypothesis H′T learned on the target data projected on the source
input space using a SVR regression (Figure 10). The remarquable efficiency of TransBoost in a large spectrum of
situations is readily apparent.

Secondly, as expected, Transboost is less dominant when either the data is so noisy that no method can learn
from the data (high level of noise or low slope): this is apparent on the right part of the graphs 9 and 10 (near the
diagonal), or when the task is so easy (large slope and/or low noise) that nothing can be gained from transfer learning
(left part of the two graphs).

5.2.3. Additional Experiments
We show here, in Figures 11, 12 and 13 qualitative results obtained on the classical half-moon problem. It is

apparent that Transboost brings satisfying results.
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Figure 9: Comparison of error rates. y-axis: test error of
the SVM classifier (without transfer). x-axis : test error
of the TransBoost classifier with 10 boosting steps. The
results of 75 experiments (each one repeated 100 times)
are summed up in this graph.

Figure 10: Comparison of error rates. y-axis: test error
of the “nave” transfer method. x-axis : test error of
the TransBoost classifier with 10 boosting steps. The
results of 75 experiments (each one repeated 100 times)
are summed up in this graph.

More generally, as long as projections from XT to XS can be defined, TransBoost can be applied. One very
simple technique is to use the space of random matrices from XT to XS and retain the ones with the weak transfer
property.
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(a) Red : Transboosting

(b) Blue : SVC model retrained on the data target

(c) Green : kNN model retrained on the data target

At each iteration of the TransBoost, roaming a grid, with random translation values associated, to select
the best beak learner possible is certainly not the most efficient way to process. When we realized this, we tried
to find the best weak learner with an analytic approach.

We notice that TransBoost allows barely the same error levels as relearning via kNN or AdaBoost when
target training set is sufficiently large, in respect to the half-moons dataset. However, TransBoost outperforms
over methods in case of lack of target training data, which is a domain where both boosting and transfer methods
are supposedly equate for.

Figure 11: The model trained on the source data (a) is not good on the target data (b), while the same source model using TransBoost fits the
target data (c).
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At each iteration of the TransBoost, roaming a grid, with random translation values associated, to select
the best beak learner possible is certainly not the most efficient way to process. When we realized this, we tried
to find the best weak learner with an analytic approach.

We notice that TransBoost allows barely the same error levels as relearning via kNN or AdaBoost when
target training set is sufficiently large, in respect to the half-moons dataset. However, TransBoost outperforms
over methods in case of lack of target training data, which is a domain where both boosting and transfer methods
are supposedly equate for.

Figure 12: A KNN model trained on the few target
data points (in yellow).
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the best beak learner possible is certainly not the most efficient way to process. When we realized this, we tried
to find the best weak learner with an analytic approach.

We notice that TransBoost allows barely the same error levels as relearning via kNN or AdaBoost when
target training set is sufficiently large, in respect to the half-moons dataset. However, TransBoost outperforms
over methods in case of lack of target training data, which is a domain where both boosting and transfer methods
are supposedly equate for.

Figure 13: A KNN model transboosted on the few
target data points.

5.3. Experiments with a random source hypothesis

The theoretical analysis described in Section 5.2 concluded that the performance of the source hypothesis on the
source training data was irrelevant. But can this be really so?
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slope, noise, tT hT (train) hT (test) HT (train) HT (test)

0.001, 0.200, 70 0.42 ± 0.03 0.48 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.02

0.001, 0.001, 70 0.44 ± 0.02 0.48 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.02

0.005, 0.020, 70 0.11 ± 0.04 0.12 ± 0.05 0.04 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.01

0.005, 0.002, 70 0.10 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01

0.005, 0.001, 70 0.11 ± 0.04 0.13 ± 0.05 0.02 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.02

0.010, 0.200, 70 0.06 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.02

Table 2: Learning without transfer directly on the target data (columns ‘hT (train)’ and ‘hT (test)’), and with transfer using an
apriori irrelevant source hypothesis (columns ‘HT (train)’ and ‘HT (test)’). The difficulty of the task decreases from the top row to
the bottom one.

In a second set of experiments, the source hypothesis was generated randomly according to the second protocol
described above.

Table 2 shows a representative set of results for the case where the target domain is R70 while the source domain
is R40. Again, TransBoost brings remarkable gains wrt. learning without transfer, except when the learning task is
easy using directly the target data (e.g. slope = 0.01), or when the slope governing the target training data is so low
(e.g. 0.001) that there is almost no remaining signal in the target training data. (Note that there is no error rate given
for the source hypothesis since it was not learnt using a data set).

Of course, such a good performance is not attained with any source hypothesis hS. The source hypothesis plays
indeed the role of a bias. Just as an expert may or may not provide a useful bias, the source hypothesis may or may
not prove useful.

6. Conclusions

The common view held nowadays about transfer learning is highly influenced by the numerous works using deep
neural networks. It posits that, in order to adapt a neural network from a learnt task to a new one, one should keep
the first layers, those that extract the useful building blocks for representation, and adapts or fine-tunes the last layers
[22, 23, 24]4.
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<latexit sha1_base64="iOezX6I0VRCWayK0tDUx/7mWImI=">AAAF9nicjVTNbtNAEJ4GTEv5S8uRi0WE4ICipAjKsQIhcSyItJWaqrKdTWLFf1qvIcHKq/SGypHX4Q3gLfhmspbSRAmxFe/sNzPf/Oxk/SwKc9Nq/d6q3brt3Nneubt77/6Dh4/qe/sneVroQHWCNEr1me/lKgoT1TGhidRZppUX+5E69UfvWX/6Vek8TJMvZpKpi9gbJGE/DDwD6LK+X3aFpBxobzItu+V0ellvtJotedxloW2FBtnnON2r9alLPUopoIJiUpSQgRyRRznec2pTizJgF1QC05BC0Sua0i58C1gpWHhAR/gOsDu3aII9c+biHSBKhJ+Gp0vP4JPCTkPmaK7oC2FmdBV3KZyc2wSrb7lioIaGQP/nV1lu6se1GOrTW6khRE2ZIFxdYFkK6Qpn7s5VZcCQAWO5B72GHIhn1WdXfHKpnXvrif6PWDLK+8DaFvTXZpkA+SbdiiX/BOwlcPZSYJzKrqrMx1vSZ6CcK2fLUZ8Lay65+Dbzno2qEYl51kf7AH0msRajudBV0Vwbc2atpMZEalo9PSW+Wno3lFkbr7Wdn6rVVuM5u5dzspHq2XO1byxTaeQEU/RiXZwcuI9pCbEv5ETWczPriL7f4KywCKsvndCYdeYe2onKN7J/hZPaxI7XWWWb8Xoy76k9c29tPzKsfXy522ZD/j6knvzTBgsey90OZWoD6Qsscf+1F2+7ZeHkoNl+03z96aBx9M7ehDv0hJ7SC9x2h3REH+mYOjJ5V3RNP52xc+X8cK5nprUt6/OYbjzOr38fcDXQ</latexit> { <latexit sha1_base64="LV4+OGNQUocdwp69yeQcc26Pyos=">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</latexit> {

<latexit sha1_base64="OGbInuVKU7csLGiYN2bjrVNeYOg=">AAAF93icjVTJbhNBEK0YBkLYHHLkMsJCcECWnYjlGEBIHAPCSaQkimbpsUeeTT09EDPyt+SGwpHP4Q/gL3hVbkuOLRvPyNPVr6peLV1uv0ji0nQ6vzcaN246t25v3tm6e+/+g4fN7UeHZV7pQPWCPMn1se+VKokz1TOxSdRxoZWX+ok68ofvWX/0VekyzrMvZlSos9TrZ3EUB54BdN7cqU+FpNYqHNdvQ68w4/Nmq9PuyOMuCl0rtMg+B/l2I6JTCimngCpKSVFGBnJCHpV4T6hLHSqAnVENTEOKRa9oTFvwrWClYOEBHeLbx+7Eohn2zFmKd4AoCX4ani49hU8OOw2Zo7mir4SZ0WXctXBybiOsvuVKgRoaAP2f39RyXT+uxVBEb6SGGDUVgnB1gWWppCucuTtTlQFDAYzlEHoNORDPaZ9d8Smldu6tJ/o/Ysko7wNrW9Ffm2UG5Jt0K5X8M7DXwNlLgXEsu2llPt6aPgPlXDlbjvpMWEvJxbeZhzaqRiTmWR3tA/SFxJqP5kI3jebamBNrJTVmUtPy6anx1dK7gczaxUrb2alabnUxY/diRjZSPXsu901lKo2cYI5erIpTAvcxLTH2lZzIam5mHdL3a5xTLMHqSyc0Zp25B3aiyrXs93BS69jxOqlsPV5P5j23Z+6t7EeBNcKXu23W5I8ghfJP6895LHY7lqkNpC+wxP3Xnb/tFoXD3Xb3Vfvlp93W/jt7E27SY3pCz3HbvaZ9+kgH1APriC7pin46I+fS+eFcTUwbG9Znh649zq9/9A01+A==</latexit>

Adapt
<latexit sha1_base64="6Wypguh2e4dMsLv+WoIzyvZoI64=">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</latexit>

Freeze

<latexit sha1_base64="4Uozo0Gtvjuaa/c2oS63nhQ0TeY=">AAAF9XicjVTNbtNAEJ4GTEv5S+DIxSJCcEBRUgTlWIGQOBZE2kpNVdnOJrHiP63XpMXKo/SGypHn4Q3gLfhmspbSRAmxFe/sNzPf/Oxk/SwKc9Nu/96q3brt3Nneubt77/6Dh4/qjcdHeVroQHWDNEr1ie/lKgoT1TWhidRJppUX+5E69scfWH/8Tek8TJOv5jJTZ7E3TMJBGHgG0Hm9UfaEpPSjQk3LXjk9rzfbrbY87rLQsUKT7HOYNmoD6lGfUgqooJgUJWQgR+RRjveUOtSmDNgZlcA0pFD0iqa0C98CVgoWHtAxvkPsTi2aYM+cuXgHiBLhp+Hp0nP4pLDTkDmaK/pCmBldxV0KJ+d2idW3XDFQQyOg//OrLDf141oMDeid1BCipkwQri6wLIV0hTN356oyYMiAsdyHXkMOxLPqsys+udTOvfVE/0csGeV9YG0L+muzTIBMpFux5J+AvQTOXgqMU9lVlfl4S/oClHPlbDnqC2HNJRffZt63UTUiMc/6aB+hzyTWYjQXuiqaa2POrJXUmEhNq6enxFdL70YyaxdrbeenarXVxZzdqznZSPXsudo3lqk0coIperEuTg7cx7SE2BdyIuu5mXVM329wVliE1ZdOaMw6c4/sROUb2b/GSW1ix+usss14PZn31J65t7YfGdYBvtxtsyH/AFJf/mnDBY/lbocytYH0BZa4/zqLt92ycLTX6rxtvfm81zx4b2/CHXpKz+glbrt9OqBPdEhdsE7oiq7ppzNxrpwfzvXMtLZlfZ7Qjcf59Q8C/zU+</latexit>{ <latexit sha1_base64="/baTfPCzDvJ94HQmZXBS+NMYaI0=">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</latexit>} <latexit sha1_base64="qUE0dw822yBbhYJVD1Nsezw2aX8=">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</latexit>y<latexit sha1_base64="fv5IQFK6PEXmKFDIPi8fRQ5eI5g=">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</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="iOezX6I0VRCWayK0tDUx/7mWImI=">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</latexit> {<latexit sha1_base64="LV4+OGNQUocdwp69yeQcc26Pyos=">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</latexit> {

<latexit sha1_base64="OGbInuVKU7csLGiYN2bjrVNeYOg=">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</latexit>

Adapt
<latexit sha1_base64="6Wypguh2e4dMsLv+WoIzyvZoI64=">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</latexit>

Freeze

Figure 14: Transfer learning in neural networks. (Left) The current dominant perspective, where the first layers are freezed while the last ones are
adapted. (Right) An alternative viewpoint, in the spirit of the approach described in this paper: adapt the first, perception, layers while keeping the
last, decision, layers.

In this paper, we have presented an alternative approach. Keep the decision function, i.e. the last layers, and adapt
the first ones to modify the representation so that that the same decision function can be applied to the new domain
(see Figure 14). This second point of view is much more in line with the perspective of symbolic AI. In it, the same
rules of logic that govern one domain are deemed to be applicable to a large spectrum of other domains. Once the
relevant entities have been identified, the same rules can be applied with confidence. In fact, this view is also shared
in studies about analogical reasoning, a kind of extreme transfer: with one example for the source domain and one

4[25] is a notable exception promoting to add layers before the first layers of the source neural network.
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query about the target one. For instance, in the following analogical problem [26]:

a b c → a b d

i j j k k k → ?

the preferred solution is the one that looks for successive elements in the input part: ‘a b c’ or ‘i j j k k k’,
so that the general rule ‘replace the last element by its successor’ can be applied. Then ‘c’ would be
replaced by its successor ‘d’ in the source domain, and ‘k k k’ identified as the last element of ‘i j j k k k’
would be replaced by its successor ‘l l l l’ in the target one.

Depending on which perspective is adopted, the notion of difference or distance between the source and target
domains is seen differently. Whereas within the current deep learning view, transfer learning emphasizes finding a
common representation of the source and target training sets thus insisting on devising measures of distance between
distributions of examples, the alternative view put forward in this paper is that what matters is being able to translate
questions in the target domain into questions that can be answered by the available source hypothesis. The conse-
quence is that any source hypothesis can be relevant if one is able to identify suitable translations (here a weighted
combination of weak translators) from target domain entries to source domains entries, thus enabling to use the source
hypothesis.

Speaking in terms of the statistical theory of learning, this is similar to choosing of a good regularization term.
Here, the source hypothesis forces the target hypothesis space to be of the form hS ◦ π with π : XT → XS. If the
source hypothesis (regularizer) is ill-chosen, then the learning task is made difficult, if not impossible. In fact, negative
transfer can occur when, in order to find a set of projections with the weak transfer property, one has to resort to a set
with high capacity, resulting in over-fitting.

If this paper provocatively shows that an apparently irrelevant source hypothesis can be successfully used for
transfer to a target domain, it remains that we would like to be able to know beforehand what source hypotheses
might provide a useful bias. In inductive learning, one expects the bias, then translated into regularizers, to come from
experts. For example, favoring sparse models because there are reasons to believe that what governs this phenomenon
under study does not involve numerous factors. We hope this paper stimulates thoughts about how to identify good
source domains and/or good source hypotheses for a given target problem.
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